
WRITE A LESSON PLAN FOR PRE-K

Get your students ready for kindergarten with preschool lesson plans that are fun and tackle essential early learning
skills. Utilize carriagehouseautoresto.com's popular, educational preschool lesson plans to tackle .. Trace the Alphabet:
Writing Letters.

You can read more about how I spiral the disciplines and write my math lesson plans in this post. You can
read more about teaching math in preschool in this post. I have found from experience that preschoolers enjoy
the repeating activities on the second day of instruction or even for a whole five days as it allows them to
experience more mastery. And, grab some FREE printable templates, too! I rely heavily on Pinterest for
inspiration, sometimes exactly copying pins and sometimes those pins spark something completely new,
which I then share on my blog. Ask the students to turn their papers over and draw vertical lines with the
writing tool of their choice. Create A List of Suggested Activities for Preschool Lessons The final step is to
develop a list of suggested activities based on the themes you have selected. Glitter glue Pre-writing lines are
important building blocks for any preschooler to master before learning letter formations. Simply tape colored
tissue paper in a rainbow pattern to the bottom of a clear plastic tray. Kids can use cotton swabs or their finger
to draw shapes, lines, and letters on the bag. Kids can use their fingers or an unsharpened pencil to practice
writing. Squeeze bottle Fill a plastic squeeze bottle with salt or sugar and let students trace letters on cards.
You can get my FREE printable templates in this post, as well as lots of ideas for panning preschool themes. I
try to keep the activities simple, yet still valuable to learning. Decide On Preschool Themes Now, some
teachers and homeschooling parents prefer to plan themes only a month or few weeks in advance because they
use the input and interest of their students to guide those thematic choices. Collect the worksheet when it is
completed for grading. Review and closing. Click here to download this glitter glue pre-writing line practice
for preschoolers activity. Assessment Give each student the Tracing Lines worksheet. According to education
blogger Lisette, from Where Imagination Grows , pre-writing practice teaches directionality in writing,
encourages fine muscle development and coordination, and also helps students process sensory information
critical to the writing process. Have them complete the worksheet. In the example above, the teacher made the
letters into roads and the students drove their car magnets along them. I broke down each discipline into skills,
which I systematically teach throughout the year. Each student should have 6 vertical lines on his paper. What
are your favorite pre-writing activities for preschoolers? Read the instructions to the students.


